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The article presents the value of foreign capital in the banking sector of Ukraine. Showed its relevance, formulation of the problem, list of fundamental works of foreign scientists and economists concerning the problem of efficiency of bringing in of foreign investments in a bank sector. Interpretation of such economic category as bank with a foreign capital is certain on the basis of Law of Ukraine from 07.12.2000 “About banks and bank activity”. The positive and negative aspects of access of foreign banks restriction are considered to the internal markets of bank services and drawn conclusion intensifying of competition in a bank sphere able to reduce in price credit resources in a financial sector, and also to provide stimulation of development of the long-term holding or borrowing. The project of Strategy of reformation bank to the sector is analysed 2020 to, essence of that consists in providing of financial firmness bank to the sector and macroeconomic stability, activation of the banking system for stimulation of the economy growing and other. Considered dynamics of amount of banks, that function at participating of foreign capital in Ukraine for 2012-2016, data of that testify to the tendency to the decline amounts of banks, that have a bank license in general, including banks with participation of foreign capital and from 100% by a foreign capital. The amount of иное́мних investors that abandoned the Ukrainian market is enumerated. Will analyse the most unprofitable bank institutions with a foreign capital for period from 01.01.2015 for 01.01.2017. Foreign banks are considered in the banking system of Ukraine by rating of Forbes the state of on 2015. The ways of decision of problems that threaten stable functioning to the banking system of Ukraine are offered.